CHAPTER FORTY TWO

THE BANALITY OF ISLAM EVIL
AND THE NORMALCY OF ISLAM
EVIL
THE BANALITY OF SILENCE

T

he banality of evil is a phrase coined in 1963 by Hannah Arendt in her
work "Eichmann in Jerusalem" describes the thesis that the great evils in
history generally, and the Holocaust in particular, were not executed by
fanatics or sociopaths but rather by ordinary people who accepted the premises of
their state and therefore, participated with the view that their actions were normal.
During the Second World War, ordinary everyday Germans woke up in
the morning, mothers readied their children for school, packed a lunch for her
husband who after having a breakfast of wieners and bread with coffee would
head out probably on a bicycle to his job at the local Concentration Camp. Once
at the camp, when the trains arrived, he ordered the inhabitants out, went through
the throngs separating the able bodied who could work from the infirm, husbands
from their families, children from their mothers, any opposition, and he would
order the offender shot on the spot, women that he judged good looking received
special attention for raping and sexual molestation later.
The sickly and unwanted were marched directly into the gas chambers.
During the day, our German family man circulated through the camp ensuring the
efficient functioning of the facility. Any slave workers who were not pulling their
weight were taken out on his orders and sent to the gas chamber. Once he was
convinced that everything was in order, our good German returned to his office

and raped his sex slaves. In the evening, he returned home exhausted. His
children greeted him yelling daddy, daddy. His dog jumped up and licked his
face. He hugged and kissed his wife, ate a hearty supper, then retired to read the
newspaper or listen to the radio. The very real reality is that our German family
man probably never met a Jew or hated Jews. He was just doing his job. In his
mind, he was not committing evil whatsoever. He was just a normal every day
person doing his normal every day duty.
This is the banality of evil. This is the normality of evil - German style.
As has already been described, after the Battle of Banu Quraiza Muhammad had all the Jewish men assembled and beheaded. The young Jewish
boys were beheaded after having their pants pulled down and genitals inspected
for the slightest traces of pubic hair. The good looking Jewish women were
separated out to be raped and gang raped after the beheading job had been
completed. The rest were sold into slavery.
At the Massacre of Kaibyr,
Muhammad ordered a fire set on the Jewish chieftain's chest torturing him to
reveal the whereabouts of the cities treasure. When he refused after great
unimaginable suffering, the chieftain was taken and beheaded. Muhammad raped
his 17 year old wife that night. On orders from Muhammad, the Muslim
companions would assassinate .his opponents. On orders from Muhammad,
Muslim women were buried to their chests and stoned to death. On orders from
Muhammad, Muslims who were judged by Muhammad to be deficient in their
faith were burnt alive in their homes. Muhammad through his phony Allah
created an immoral, frame work of depravity, whereby murder, rape, torture etc
were divine acts of God provided, they are committed on kafirs. All this evil was
sanctioned by Allah.
This is the Banality of Evil, the Normality of Evil - Islamic Style.
For Muslims, these teachings are normal. It is normal to kill and torture
kafirs. What Muhammad did in his massacres was okay. The great acts of a great
prophet of a great God. When Muslim children go to school, they are taught these
teachings, and it is all just normal. In the Muslim mind, what we regard as evil,
they regard as good, divine, and normal. Pulling down the pants of young Jewish
boys to determine death was a normal act by good, normal Muslims doing their
duty just as our good, normal German did his duty. Blowing up the kafir London
subway system was just a normal act fulfilling the teachings of God. Smashing
the jets into the twin towers was God's will to punish the kafir for not submitting
to Islam. A Paradise filled with virgin sluts for kafir killers is a normal human
depiction. The only evil in Islam is acts committed against Muslims.
The Islamic banality of evil and the normality of evil reach its true
climax when Muslims defend the Koran, Allah, Muhammad and Islam. It reaches
its climax with the great wall of silence that greets each act of carnage - the
Banality of Silence. Draw a mustache on an image of Muhammad and you get
millions rampaging through the streets. Kill thousands of kafirs and you millions
in the streets screaming their cheers. Not millions protesting.

The test of true goodness is when you confront evil head on and expunge
it from your heart and soul. This sounds easy but it is not. It means reaching into
the very core of your being and pulling out all your mental insides, everything you
have ever been taught from childhood, washing it out with the soap of truth. This
means expunging from the Muslim mind - the Koran with its close to 1000
teachings of evil, terror, murder, torture and subrogation of women. For a partial
listing of these evil teachings go to: www.godofreason.com

WHY THESE TEACHINGS OF EVIL, TERROR, MURDER,
VIOLENCE AND SUBROGATION OF WOMEN MUST BE
REMOVED FROM THE KORAN AND ISLAM
ABANDONED.
By leaving these violent and abhorrent teachings in the Koran, Muslims
are in effect saying that these teachings are NORMAL. They are acquiescing to
evil. Once you accommodate evil, you lose your moral center and become
willingly or unwillingly an accomplice to evil. You cannot call yourself a Good
Muslim - pray 5 times a day etc. - and ignore the evil - the moral black hole that
lies at very the heart of Islam. You cannot call yourself a good person and refuse
to condemn the violence of the Koran and demand that evil be expunged from this
very evil book. By not fighting against the evil in the Koran and abandoning
Islam, Muslims become accomplices in these very great acts of terrorist carnage
and in many respects just as evil if not more evil than the Muslim men committing
these acts of slaughter. THEY ALSO SERVE WHO ONLY STAND AND
WATCH.
We can no longer allow Muslims to declare Islam as a religion of peace
and love etc. while leaving in the Koran and Islamic texts evil teachings calling
for the destruction of kafirs. We can no longer allow these Muslims to live in a
fantasy world of an Allah of all goodness and Muhammad - the prophet of peace
while the Koran contains teachings of a hateful, murderous Allah (the AntiGod).
By demanding that Muslims prove that they are truly peace loving - by
renouncing these evil teachings, condemning their evil founder Muhammad and
his bogus Allah and leaving Islam will be THEIR TRUE MOMENT OF
CATHARSIS. THE MOMENT THEY SAVE THEIR IMMORAL SOULS.

CHAPTER FORTY THREE

AMERICA AND EUROPE'S
FUTURE: DHIMMIHOOD
ritish Muslims are already calling for British kafirs to distinguish
themselves from the Muslims by wearing identifiable clothing. In this
way, the Muslim will know that they are kaflrs and treat them as dhimmis
as called for by Allah in Koran 9:29.

WHAT DHIMMIHOOD MEANS FOR THE KAFIR
Holy blood runs through the veins of the Muslim. They are the chosen
ones of Allah. Muslim men are exalted by Allah over all other men. Dhimmis are
sub humans. On a scale of humanity from - I million to + 1 million with zero
being the dividing line between a subhuman creature and a human being: Muslims
are + 1 million. Kafir men are - 1 million. Since kafir women have value as sex
slaves and breeding stock, they are - 700,000. Muslim women are - 500,000 so
great is the distain and contempt that Allah and his messenger possess for them.
As previously stated, Peoples of the book - Christians and Jews must
either convert to Islam or agree to pay a jizya tax and accept dhimmihood or be
murdered.
Dhimmihood is a semi slave status for the book peoples to the
Muslim.
The status and responsibilities of the Dhimmi are set down in the Pact of
Umar an agreement made, according to Islamic tradition, between the caliph
Umar, who ruled the Muslims from 634 to 644, and a Christian community. In
return for "safety for ourselves, children, property and followers of our religion"

The Christians will not:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

1 1.

12.
13.
14.
15.

16.

Build "a monastery, church, or a sanctuary for a monk";
"Restore any place of worship that needs restoration";
Use such places "for the purpose of enmity against Muslims";
"Allow a spy against Muslims into our churches and homes or hide
deceit [or betrayal] against Muslims";
Imitate the Muslims' "clothing, caps, turbans, sandals, hairstyles, speech,
nicknames and title names";
6. "Ride on saddles, hang swords on the shoulders, collect weapons of
any kind or carry these weapons";
"Encrypt our stamps in Arabic"
"Sell liquor"
"Teach our children the Qur'an";
"Publicize practices of Shirk" - that is, associating partners with Allah,
such as regarding Jesus as Son of God. In other words, Christian and
other non-Muslim religious practice will be private, if not downright
furtive;
Build "crosses on the outside of our churches and demonstrating them
and our books in public in Muslim fairways and markets" - again,
Christian worship must not be public, where Muslims can see it and
become annoyed;
"Sound the bells in our churches, except discreetly, or raise our voices
while reciting our holy books inside our churches in the presence of
Muslims, nor raise our voices [with prayer] at our funerals, or light
torches in funeral processions in the fairways of Muslims, or their
markets";
"Bury our dead next to Muslim dead";
"Buy servants who were captured by Muslims";
"Invite anyone to Shirk" - that is, proselytize, although the Christians
also agree not to:
"Prevent any of our fellows from embracing Islam, if they choose to do
so." Thus the Christians can be the objects of proselytizing, but must not
engage in it themselves;
"Beat any Muslim."

Meanwhile, the Christians will:
1. Allow Muslims to rest "in our churches whether they come by day or
night";
2. "Open the doors [of our houses of worship] for the wayfarer and
passerby";
3. Provide board and food for "those Muslims who come as guests" for
three days;

4.

"Respect Muslims, move from the places we sit in if they choose to sit in
them"
5 . "Have the front of our hair cut, wear our customary clothes wherever we
are, wear belts around our waist" - these are so that a Muslim recognizes
a non-Muslim as such and doesn't make the mistake of greeting him with
As-salaamu aleikum, "Peace be upon you," which is the Muslim greeting
for a fellow Muslim;
6. "Be guides for Muslims and refrain from breaching their privacy in their
homes."
The Christians swore: "If we break any of these promises that we set for
your benefit against ourselves, then our Dhimmah (promise of protection) is
broken and you are allowed to do with us what you are allowed of people of
defiance and rebellion."
Muhammad declared that the dhimmi cannot walk on the same road as
the Muslim.
"Do not initiate the Salam [greeting of peace] to the Jews and Christians,
and if you meet any of them in a road, force them to its narrowest alley."
This will be the fate of Americans and Europeans kafirs if they fail to
convert to Islam and submit to Allah. Kafirs must feel themselves subdued and
face an existence of conlplete humiliation, degradation and disgrace.
This process of dhimmihood - acceptance by the kafir that the Muslim is
special and more superior and therefore, must be accorded special status: whether
by being allowed to live under Sharia Law, pray 5 times a day on the job, given
foot baths built in schools or work place, public swimming pools with hours for
Muslim women only with windows darkened to the outside, special foods in
prison, prison toilets facing Jerusalem, hospital beds facing Jerusalem, all
Christian symbols removed from hospitals and all other public venues, cab drivers
allowed to refuse service to the blind (with their guide dogs) or people carrying a
liquor bottle, no go zones where kafirs and their laws are not allowed, rape jihad
of kafir women, honor killings of Muslim girls, is well underway in both America
and Europe. It's just a matter of time before kafirs will walk on the other side of
the street or be forced by the Muslim to its narrowest alley or meekly give up their
seat if a Muslim demands it. Surrender or be beheaded. Your democratic choice.

BREAKING NEWS
I just received an E-mail from President Jose Manuel Bamoso, EU
Parliament in Brussels. Quoting, "WE SURRENDER. Please draw up the
surrender documents." I will immediately send the Treaty of Brussels to President
Barroso for signature. I'm just waiting for word from Washington. I expect
surrender shortly so I'm preparing the Treaty of Washington for President Barack
Obama's
signature.

CHAPTER FORTY FOUR

THE TREATY OF WASHINGTON
ARTICLES OF SURRENDER

T

hese Articles of Surrender duly drawn up between the democratic people
of the United States represented by President Barack Hussein Obama
hereinafter referred to as "Americans" plural or " American" singular and
the duly appointed representative of Sunni Muslims, King Abdullah ibn Abdul
Aziz Al Saud and Mahmoud Ahmadinejad President of Iran, the representative
of Shiite Muslims hereinafter "Muslim Umma"
The above hereto collectively will be known as the "PARTIES"
It is hereby agreed by and between the parties as follows:

DEFINITIONS
Unless the context otherwise requires, the following terms shall have the
following meanings for all purposes of this Agreement, and they shall be equally
applicable to both singular and plural forms of the terms herein defined:
Muslim Umma: Denotation for the community of Muslims, that is, the
totality of all Muslims.
American(s): All citizens of the United States.
American kafir(s): All non JewishIChristian citizens of the United States
that refuse to convert to Islam.
Peoples of The Book: American Christians and Jews.
Jizya Tax: Submission tax which will he 50% of all income earned by
American Jews and Christians (before taxes) and payable to the Supreme Muslim
Council. The Jizya tax is not tax deductable.

Supreme Muslim Council of National Salvation (hereinafter (Supreme
Muslim Council) will be the Supreme Body that will administer Sharia Law
throughout the United States. The President of the United States and all
governmental bodies shall report and enforce all rulings of the Supreme Muslim
Council.
Sharia Law: The Supreme Law of the United States. All legal rulings
will be in accordance with Sharia Law. All Sharia Law courts will report to the
Supreme Muslim Council.
Center of City: All towns, cities, must designate a center where rulings
of Sharia Law courts will be enforced including beheadings, lashings, and stoning.
Earth must be provided to bury a woman up to her waist in preparation for
stoning. Boulders must be provided in ample supply to ensure efficient stoning of
criminal.
Chicago Mercantile Exchange will be designated the sole trading entity
for trading and selling of slaves. This will ensure the efficient functioning of the
slave market. No other exchange in the United States can be involved in the slave
trade.
Dhimmis: American Jew/ Christian kafirs who refuse to convert to Islam.
They must pay a dhimmi tax and live their lives and ensure their families live their
life according to the Rules of Dhimmihood as stated in this Agreement.
Pact of Umar: Agreement signed between a Christian community and
Caliph Umar that established the rules of dhimmihood.

PURPOSE
Whereas the Muslim Umma hereby agrees to immediate cessation of all
hostilities against Americans in the United States or anywhere in the world. The
Muslim Umma orders effective immediately that all Muslims cease and desist
from all attacks on Americans including property. All planning for attacks must
be immediately suspended. Any future attacks must be approved by the Supreme
Muslim Counsel. Any Muslim who attacks an American except on a personal
level of self defense without approval of the Supreme Muslim Counsel will be
beheaded.

PROVISIONS TO BE IMMEDIATELY IMPLEMENTED
Whereas Americans accept the guarantee of peace and security offered by the
Muslin1 Umma in return Americans will immediately implement the following
provisions of this Agreement.
1.

The Constitution of the United States will be immediately physically tom up
and replaced by Sharia Law. All laws of the United States are from this date

forward null and void. Sharia Law will be the sole Law applied throughout
the United States. It will be the only source of law code. All legal disputes
will be adjudicated in Sharia Law Courts under the tenets of Sharia Law. The
Rule of Law in the United States will be Sharia Law.

2 . All courts on both a federal and state level are to be immediately dissolved.
All judges that agree to convert to Islam will be sent for training in Sharia
Law to Saudi Arabia. Sharia Law Imams from Saudi Arabia will be allowed
to enter the United States and set up on federal and state level Sharia Law
courts and start immediately to dispense Sharia Law justice including but not
limited to:
Drinkers and gamblers are to be whipped.
A Muslim injured by an American will exact legal revenge-physical
physical eye.

eye for

A male and female thief must have a hand cut off.
Highway robbers will be crucified or mutilated as determined by Sharia Court
judge
Homosexuals will be executed either hanged or beheaded.
American Muslim apostates must be killed.

3.

All references to God will be replaced everywhere by Allah. "In God We
Trust" will be replaced by - "In Allah We Trust."

4.

All police officers must resign immediately. Those policemen who convert to
Islam will be sent for Islamic training and return to their posts. All police
positions can only be filled by Muslims. A Special Force of Morality Police
operating solely under direction of the Supreme Muslim Counsel will enforce
the morals of the state in accordance with Sharia Law.

5.

Americans must immediately surrender all guns and all other weapons. Only
a Muslim can bear arms. Any American who is found to be in possession of
any weapon will be taken to the city center and lashed 100 times. Any future
offense and he will be beheaded.

6. The army will be immediately disbanded. All army personnel can only be
Muslims. The armed forces will be reduced to 100,000personal and will take
orders only from the Supreme Muslim Counsel. Since unquestioning loyalty

of the army to the Muslim Counsel is absolutely essential to the peace and
security of the state and since loyalty of officers long trained in the hatred of
Muslims can never be trusted, all officers above the rank of lieutenant will be
taken immediately from their prison cells and beheaded.
All music can no longer be played anywhere in the United States until each
song is approved by the Supreme Muslim Council. Anyone in possession of
any music in any form not approved by the Council will be taken to the city
center and administered 100 lashes.
At the request of any Muslim, Americans must immediately stop whatever
they are doing and go to the service of the Muslim and remain until the
Muslim officially discharges them from his service.
All kafirs must immediately assist any older Muslim even if not asked.
Failure to assist and the katir will be publically lashed 100 times
All professions are reserved for Muslims only. Kafirs can only be employed
as labor whether in manufacturing, construction, housework, transportation,
sales clerics, garbage collection etc. There may be exceptions made for
individual American(s) who are deemed not to be a security threat at the sole
discretion of the Supreme Muslim Counsel.
Only Muslims can attend university. Except as cleaning and maintenance
staff, kafirs cannot enter university property. Any kafir caught on university
property will be lashed 100 times in front of the university central
administration office.
To ensure that drug companies manufacture products that are totally safe for
use by Muslims, these companies must test their products on kafirs rather
then chimpanzees.
Since kafirs are mentally deficient, their education will be restricted to the
lower grade schools. No kafir can go to school after age of 14 but must go
immediately to work.
All movie houses and all TV channels will be immediately shut down and
will only be reopened with the approval of the Supreme Muslim Counsel. No
movie or any art form can be shownldisplayed unless approved in advance by
the Counsel. Anyone caught owning movies in any format not approved by
the Counsel will be publicly lashed 100 times.

15. All video games are banned. Anyone playing video games will be taken to
the city center and whipped I00 times.
16. All publishing of books, newspapers either in written form or on the internet
must immediately cease. All publications written or electronic must be
approved by the Supreme Muslim Counsel. A11 books in all libraries that are
deemed un Islamic by the Supreme Muslin1 Counsel will be burnt.
17. Americans will be immediately publically beheaded for any of the following
offenses:
(])Reviling Allah or his Messenger; (2) being sarcastic about Allah's name,
His command, His interdiction, His promise, or His threat'; (3) denying any
verse of the Quran or 'anything which by scholarly consensus belongs to it, or
to add a verse that does not belong to it'; (4) holding that 'any of Allah's
messengers or prophets are liars, or to deny their being sent'; (5) reviling the
religion of Islam; (6) being sarcastic about any ruling of the Sacred Law; (7)
denying that Allah intended 'the Prophet's message to be the religion followed
by the entire world.'
18. Americans are now being warned by these Articles of Surrender to convert to
Islam. This Agreement is a legal call as required by the Holy Koran for all
Americans to convert to Islam within 30 days. Any male American not a
People of The Book (Christian or a Jew) who refuses to convert to Islam and
declare submission to his master Allah will be taken to the city center and
publicly beheaded. All young boys who have pubic hair will be beheaded
with their fathers. All the beheaded kafir's women will be posted on a slave
board to be established on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange to be traded for
30 days for any Muslim to choose as his sex slave on a first come basis.
After 30 days, she and her children will be sold into slavery on the Chicago
Exchange. Exclusive rights will be granted by the Supreme Muslim Counsel
to the slave owner. 20 % of the proceeds from the slave sale will go to the
Supreme Muslim Council.
19. Americans who are Peoples of the Book - Christians and Jews who refuse the
call to convert to Islam must pay a jizya tax of 50% of their earned income to
be paid to the Supreme Muslim Council. In addition, they must abide by the
following Rules of Dhimmihood. Any Christian or Jew who refuses to pay
the jizya tax or refuses to abide by the rules of dhimmihood will be publicly
beheaded or enslaved as decided by the Sharia Court.

RULES OF DHIMMIHOOD
20. American dhimmis must wear a bright red, flashing arm band at all times that
will also illuminate at night. This arm band must be worn on the upper left
arm only. Any American dhimmi caught not wearing the arm band as
designated in this Agreement will be lashed publically 100 times.
21. All American dhimmis when approaching a Muslim on the street must ensure
his arm band is clearly visible to the Muslim and the dhimnii must move off
the sidewalk and walk in the gutter area of the street. They cannot block
traffic. Failure to move off the sidewalk into the gutter in the presence of a
Muslim and the dhimmi will be beaten and whipped on the spot.

22. All American dhimmis must immediately upon request by a Muslim
surrender their seat to the Muslim. If the dhimmis refuses to surrender his
seat, he will be beaten and whipped on the spot. Continued insolence and the
dhimmi will be arrested and taken before Sharia Law Court for judgment.
23. There can be no resistance by any American dhimmi against a Muslim. Any
act that causes mischief or corruption in the land and the dhimmi will be
taken away and beheaded.
24. ALL articles from the Pact of Umar will form an integral part of this
Agreement and will be attached as Appendix 1 to this Agreement. All
American dhimmis must obey all Articles of this Treaty. Failure to obey any
Article of this Treaty and the dhimmi will be lashed 100 times or beheaded as
the Sharia Court decides.

25. All bibles must be removed from all hotels and replaced by the Koran. All
hotels must install footbaths in all rooms.
26. Dhimmis are forbidden to openly display wine or pork, to ring church bells or
display crosses, recite the Torah or Evangel aloud, or make public display of
their funerals and feast days.

27. Swimming pools are for Muslim use only.

All American dhimmis will be
barred from all public pools. A sign must be posted on the door of all public
pools - NO DHIMMIS ALLOWED.

28. All businesses must install footbaths and prayer rooms. Muslims must be
allowed to pray on company time 5 times a day.

29. All hospital beds must be faced toward Jerusalem.
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AMERICAN WOMEN
American women must obey and live their lives according to all tenets of
Sharia Law including but not limited to the following:
30. All American women must have their head covered by a scarf that covers all
hair and shows only the face. All other flesh of the American woman must be
covered by a long coat. Only hands can be shown. No flesh on the arms and
legs can be displayed. If an American woman is judged by the morality
police not to be properly covered, she will be beaten by the morality police
and taken before a Sharia Law Court and then sentenced to 100 lashes at the
city center.
31. Adultery will be severely punished by either 100 lashes administered
publically at the city center or burying the adulteress up to her waist in the
ground and then stoning her to death.
32. Women cannot travel outside their home unless accompanied by her husband
or other relative. Lashing will be the punishment for any women caught in
the presence of any man not her husband or relative.
33. Women who are raped must have at least 4 Muslim adult male witnesses.
Any American woman who declares that she was raped and cannot produce 4
male Muslims who witnessed the rape shall be taken to the city center buried
up to her waist and stoned to death for adultery.

COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS
All commercial transactions will be performed in accordance with
Islamic Law. No interest can be charged.

PUNISHMENT
All kafirs who violate any Article of this Agreement will be taken before
the Sharia Law Court and lashed 100 times or beheaded or stoned to death or
hanged until dead. All Christians and Jews who violate the terms of their
dhimmihood including the timely paying of their jizya tax to the Supreme Muslim
Council will immediately forfeit all their rights and freedoms guaranteed under
this Agreement and made into slaves and assigned to be property of a Muslim at
sole discretion of the Supreme Muslim Council.

DUTIES OF AMERICAN SLAVES
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Following in the grand tradition of Prophet Muhammad's (may peace be onto
him) great black slave - Mahran, all black male Americans must report to
their local Supreme Muslim Council office and register for castration. After
castration, the black will be assigned as a beast of burden to his Muslim
owner. All black females must register for the holy ritual of circumcision
and tying of fallopian tubes then assigned as a maid to a Muslim woman.
Blacks who refuse to obey this order will be taken to the city center, their
eyes will be burnt out of their head, their tongue will be cut out of their mouth
and then they will be beheaded.
A11 slaves must obey without question the will of their Muslim masters.
Muslim men can have sex with their sex slaves anytime he desires. There can
be no resistance. If the Muslim does not feel like having sex, he may
designate a Muslim friend to have sex with his sex slave(s).
A Muslim may whip his slave at his sole discretion
A Muslim may kill his slave if he so desires.
All slaves can only marry the one approved by their Muslim owner.
The children of any slave are the property of their parent's Muslim master.
All captives taken during war will be the property of the Supreme Muslim
Council.

DUTIES OF AMERICAN CHILDREN
All American children must immediately convert to Islam and devote their
lives to Allah and His Messenger.
2. Each child must adopt a Muslim name.
3. All school children must be dressed in Arabic attire and wear an emblem of
the Muslim star and crescent moon around their necks
4. Arabic - the pure language of God will be taught in every school. It is the
intention of the Supreme Muslim Council to replace English and all other
languages in the United States within 20 years. Any child over the age of ten
years deemed by his teacher not to be studying earnestly will be whipped at
the teacher's sole lawful discretion.
5. Every school will begin each day reciting Muslim prayers that began with "In
the name of Allah, most gracious, most merciful ..."
6. Each child must answer the teacher with respect and dignity " Praise be to
Allah"
7. The holy Koran will be the most important study for all children. Each child
must recite to his teacher daily "Allah is the only true God and Muhammad is
his messenger" and profess that "the Holy Koran is God's word." Any child
deemed not to be faithfully studying the holy book will be lawfully whipped
by their teacher. If it is the judgment of the teacher that the child's parents
1.
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8.

are not fulfilling their duty of ensuring the obedience of the child to his
Islan~icstudies, the police will arrest and take them to the city center to be
publicly lashed 100 times. If this parental insolence continues, their children
will be taken away and the parents charged with child abuse and duly
sentenced by the Supreme Muslim Counsel.
It is the supreme duty of every child to prepare for Jihad against the kafirs.
Jihad training is mandatory for every male child. There is no higher honor
then to give one's life in the service of God fighting and conquering kafirs
until the entire world submits to Allah and Islam is the one and only religion.

TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT
This agreement is eternal and can never be terminated
In witness whereof, before Allah (most merciful) the parties hereto have caused
their authorized representatives to set their hands hereunto and to one other of the
same tenor on the date

President Barack Hussein Obama

King Abdullah ibn Abdul Aziz A1 Saud

President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad

